Better Collaboration between Program Management and Systems Engineering

• Purpose:
  • The purpose of the panel is to share ideas of how the collaboration between the program management and systems engineering communities can be improved.

• Panelists:
  • John Cable (University of MD)
  • Brendan Grant (GD-MS)
  • Steve Henry (DAU)
  • Marvin Nelson (PMI)
  • Dennis Nihiser (SAIC)
Get Your Questions Ready for the Panel – Potential Topics?

How organizations have the disciplines of program management and systems engineering structured in their organizations
How education is designed to keep depth in the disciplines while also promoting cross-discipline training
Incentives, initiatives and activities used to promote collaboration across the functional communities
Best practices (e.g., program reviews, IBRs, discussion forums) to improve collaboration
Measures of success that emphasize the results from collaboration between PM and SE